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Subject: Orientation of Sectional Control/Key Map sheets in the Results of Survey
Date: Friday, January 12, 2007 11:34:27 AM

It has been decided by the R/W Plans Section that for those surveys that are 
large enough to warrant producing sectional control/key map type sheets in the 
results of survey, that the orientation of the sheet will be with North pointing 
toward the top of the sheet whenever feasible. These types of sheets are 
typically drawn at a 1000 scale, and are the first sheets of the Results of Survey. 
If the highway corridor that is being surveyed is oriented in a north-south 
direction, then an alternate to the above instruction is to orient north toward the 
left side of the sheet (read-right).  

On any given project this may be contrary to ADOT's rule that all sheets will be 
oriented so that the stationing increases from the left side to the right side of the 
sheet, however, these types of sheets typically do not portray any stationing. It is 
also deemed that the stationing direction rule was created long before these 
types of sheets were being produced by the R/W Plans Section and that the rule 
is intended for "corridor" type sheets that detail stationing data, such as R/W 
survey plan sheets, R/W vicinity maps, R/W plan sheets, etc. 

Daniel N. Miller, RLS  
ADOT R/W Plans Section  
Technical Leader/Project Manager  
205 S.17th Ave, MD 612E  
Phoenix, Az. 85007  
(602) 712-6174  
DNMiller@azdot.gov 
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